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This is a transcription of my hand written letter to Henry Mackall 

 

 

1985.06.20   (Anthony O'Connell to Henry Mackall)  

“Dear Mr. Mackall, 

In reference to our phone conversation, thanks for taking the job.  The enclosed 

Commissioner accounts letter [May 8, 1985] explains the situation.   

I need you, unless you advise me otherwise, to:   

1.  Get the appropriate assets in the trust according to the 50% - 50% intention of the will. 

To my mind that would include the entirety of one or the other pieces of real estate.  This, 

I think, involves contacting my Mother's accountant who is now, or has just completed, 

the final estate account.  Her name and address is:  

Ms Joan Barnes  

Bruner, Kane and McCarthy  

300 North Lee Street  

P.  O. Box 1250    

Alexandria, Virginia 22314   

Tel (703) 549-7800    

2. Take me through the point where I am recognized by the court as Trustee.    

3.  Advise me on what ever you think is important in this situation [Can we use an 

alternative valuation of the real estate to avoid huge ??? future capital gains?]   

My mother is scared and upset of losing control to a trust.  I know I don't have to ask that 

you be gentle in any contact with her.  It would be most beneficial for all if any contact 

with her is done by a woman, if possible.   

Thank you  

Sincerely,  

Anthony M. O'Connell" 

**Note: Each piece of real estate has appreciated about $1,000,000.00 each. 
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anthonyoconnell
Based on the available information I believe Joanne Barnes or her accounting firm was Jean O'Connell's accountant on or before January 12, 1976. 

"Stanton, Minter and Bruner" became "Bruner, Kane, and McCarthy".
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This is the first our Mother or I heard that we had to do specific things to fund the trust. I had  assumed that if I had to do something concerning the Will someone would tell me. The CPA should have told our Mother and I.
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Edward White is hiding. I don't know that a lawyer is involved. So after the CPA does't prepare the final estate, and I hire a lawyer for my Mother and me, it creates a two lawyers situation. This is fatal.  
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The first thing the CPA and lawyer do is to gain control of the family's assets by supplanting the family fiduciaries in a two step setup. This is step 1.
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This is step 2. Whatever the CPA told my Mother I did was so bad that my Mother felt I owed the CPA an apologize and a box of candy or flowers. I never asked my Mother what the CPA told her This is the worse mistake I've made in my life. It could have exposed the CPA's fraud and kept our family together. 
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I believe the biggest obstacle to recognizing the setups is the oh-no-they-wouldn't-do-that-much-less-get-away-with-it mindset. To dismiss it out of hand. They will do that and they will get away with it.
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The numbers within the red box here are said on August 16, 1985, to result in 43.525%. The same numbers within the red box are said on April 25, 1986, to result in 46.0994%. 
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The numbers within the red box here on April 25, 1986, that are said to result in 46.0994%, are the same numbers within the red box on August 16, 1985, that are said to result in 43.525%. 
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                                  April 25, 1986, 46.0994%, (Based on same numbers that resulted in 43.525% on August 16, 1985) 
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Jean Miner O'Connell's instructions to the CPA, May(?), 1985
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The CPA refused Jean Miner O'Connell's instructions. These are the CPA's instructions. 
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I found this memo in our Mother's papers after her death in 1991. It is a memo of her telephone call to her CPA, Joanne Barnes, around May(?) of 1985.
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The "deed to property - convey to court." is presented as a requirement. They didn't give Jean O'Connell a choice. They call it an "Agreement" in the  correspondence. You don't call an "Agreement" a "deed to property - convey to court.". They are two different things.





 

 

Deed vs Will  

 

The trustees authority in the deed-agreement-receipt limits and contradicts the 
trustees authority stated in the Will.  The accountants gave the family no option 
but to sign the deed-agreement-receipt.  
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I never got a response from Edward White to this letter until I drove from Saint Louis, Missouri, to Edward White's office in Alexandria, Virginia, and there he told me that if I did not sign the deed as he wrote it, he would tell me mother that I was blocking the sale.Withhold: After I wrote this letter I was trapped by Edward White withhold; not responding. If I went to another attorney to try to find out what was happening to my sale, history suggests that that would be used as it was used twice before.The withholding of the final estate account and the withholding of Edward White's existence in 1985 led me to go to Henry Mackall

The bad documents and the none responses to my questions to him about them led me to go to Edward Prichard.
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By Jean O'Connell signing this sales contract on December 24, 1987, the family got around the accountant's controlling entanglements of the deed-agreement-receipt. The significance of this is huge.
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